
90%

of all the data in the world has been 

generated over the last two years.



There were 5 exabytes of information 

created between the dawn of 

civilization through 2003, but that 

much information is now created 

every 2 days. 
-Eric 
Schmidt

Exabytes of data

Time



139,726
new websites are created every day



2 million
blog posts are created every day
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Advantages of Static HTML

�Simple hosting requirements

�Load speed

�Low overhead



Assets

Templates

Written Content

$ jekyll

build



HTML static website output in /_site 

subdirectory



Templating System

�Liquid

�Markdown (or Textile as 

alternative)



Inserts a configuration variable into your HTML page

{{ site.url

}}

http://wakproductions.github.io



Use this style bracket to call executable methods

{% include hello_world.html %}

<h1>hello world</h1>



Example of a control structure in Liquid

{% if site.titlecase %}

{{ page.title | titlecase }}

{% else %}

{{ page.title }}

{% endif %}



Markdown

� Contained in .markdown or .md files

� Mixes plain text with HTML

� Used for writing content

� Put content files in the /_posts folder



This is [a hyperlink](http://www.example.com)

This is <a href=http://www.example.com/>

a hyperlink</a>



This is a heading

=================

<h1>This is a heading</h1>



This is [a hyperlink](http://www.example.com)

This is <a href=http://www.example.com/>

a hyperlink</a>







Markdown Processors

�rdiscount

�RedCarpet

�Kramdown



Front Matter

---

layout: post

title: ”My first blog post"

date: 2014-01-04 13:21:34 -0500

comments: true

categories: coffee

---



Start with a scaffold!







Octopress Features

� 3rd Party Themes

� SASS Support

� rake tasks for deployment

� Codeblock / syntax highlighting

� Blogging Essentials
� RSS feed

� Social Media buttons

� Google Analytics

� Disqus



Disqus



Octopress Codeblock Example



FREE Hosting on Github!

1. Create a respository:
yourusername.github.io

2. Push your Jekyll site

3. Will appear under the URL:

http://yourusername.github.io



Github Projects Can Have Sites 

Too!

� Put website content in “gh-pages” branch

http://yourusername.github.io/project_nam

e



Octopress makes it easy!

$ rake setup_github_pages

$ rake deploy



Alternatives to Jekyll/Octopress

Nanoc Middleman Refinery

(Rails)



See Railscast #332
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